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Abstract
A scientific forum on ‘‘The Future Science of Exoplanets and Their Systems,’’ sponsored by Europlanet* and
the International Space Science Institute (ISSI){ and co-organized by the Center for Space and Habitability
(CSH){ of the University of Bern, was held during December 5 and 6, 2012, in Bern, Switzerland. It gathered
24 well-known specialists in exoplanetary, Solar System, and stellar science to discuss the future of the fast-
expanding field of exoplanetary research, which now has nearly 1000 objects to analyze and compare and
will develop even more quickly over the coming years. The forum discussions included a review of current
observational knowledge, efforts for exoplanetary atmosphere characterization and their formation, water
formation, atmospheric evolution, habitability aspects, and our understanding of how exoplanets interact
with their stellar and galactic environment throughout their history. Several important and timely research
areas of focus for further research efforts in the field were identified by the forum participants. These
scientific topics are related to the origin and formation of water and its delivery to planetary bodies and the
role of the disk in relation to planet formation, including constraints from observations as well as star-planet
interaction processes and their consequences for atmosphere-magnetosphere environments, evolution, and
habitability. The relevance of these research areas is outlined in this report, and possible themes for future
ISSI workshops are identified that may be proposed by the international research community over the
coming 2–3 years. Key Words: Exoplanets—Disks—Planet formation—Stellar activity—Water origin—
Water delivery—Habitability. Astrobiology 13, 793–813.
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1. Introduction
The International Space Science Institute (ISSI) inBern, Switzerland, is an Institute of Advanced Study
where international scientists can meet in a multi- and inter-
disciplinary setting to establish new scientific visions related
to a widespread spectrum of disciplines from the physics of
the Solar System and planetary sciences to astrophysics and
cosmology and from Earth sciences to astrobiology. The main
function of ISSI is to contribute to the achievement of a deeper
understanding of results from different space missions,
ground-based observations, and laboratory experiments, and
to expand upon those results through multidisciplinary re-
search in the framework of international teams, workshops,
working groups, and forums.
International Space Science Institute forums are informal
and free debates among some 15 to 25 high-level participants
on open questions of scientific nature or science policy
matters. Forums do not necessarily lead to formal recom-
mendations or decisions. They are generally held a few times
each year at ISSI for 2 days. During December 5 and 6, a 2-
day scientific forum that focused on ‘‘The Future Science of
Exoplanets and Their Systems,’’ sponsored by ISSI through
the EU FP7 Research Infrastructure project Europlanet, was
organized and brought together 24 globally renowned sci-
entists who have contributed to exoplanetary, Solar System,
and stellar science over the course of the past decades to
discuss the future of the fast-expanding field of exoplanetary
research. Now, more than 860 exoplanets are known, and in
the near future observing facilities will become extremely
powerful. After the pioneering discovery of the first transit-
ing super-Earth CoRoT-7b by the CoRoT space observatory
in 2009 (Le´ger et al., 2009), more exoplanets of that category
have been discovered by ground-based projects and NASA’s
Kepler satellite (Borucki et al., 2011). The first potentially
habitable planets have already been discovered around M
dwarf stars (e.g., Selsis et al., 2007; von Bloh et al., 2007) and
recently around a K star (Borucki et al., 2013). More poten-
tially habitable exoplanets will be discovered in the near
future. Because such discoveries will have significant impact
on modern planetary science and society as a whole, this
particular ISSI forum’s main goal was to debate and discuss
how observed and modeled planetary properties can be rep-
resented in the most useful and efficient way. By doing this,
questions such as those listed below may be solved in the
near future:
 Is there a typical architecture of planets and/or plane-
tary systems?
 What is driving planet formation and evolution?
 What is the relevance of planet formation and a system’s
impact history to the evolution of Earth-like habitats
and planets in general (i.e., its outgassing history, hence
relationships between interiors and atmospheres, cli-
mate stabilization for habitable planets related to dif-
ferent rock/ice/atmosphere ratios, etc.)?
By dealing within a multi-parameter space, the most relevant
observables that canbedescribedwith aminimumof complexity
to understand planetary evolution were debated and identified.
The discussions addressed the following key objectives:
 The first objective was related to discussions of exoplan-
etary properties, which focused on observables and
minimum complexity models in theory (i.e., planet for-
mation, dynamic, interior, atmospheres, etc.), as well as
on interdisciplinary aspects.
 The second objective focused on exoplanetary environ-
ments with emphasis on disk evolution, stellar radia-
tion, and plasma properties.
 The third objective involved detailed discussions on the
origin and delivery of the earliest atmospheres and
planetary water inventories.
 The fourth and final objective focused on the necessary
requirements for observationally based data, as well as
lab data, theoretical models, and ground- and space-
based proposed and selected projects/missions.
Along with these objectives, related discussions led to the
identification of important research areas in which only an
interdisciplinary approach, as addressed in specialist work-
shops and related activities, would enhance knowledge in
the field of exoplanetary research. This report on the science
of exoplanets and their systems summarizes the main results
of this particular ISSI forum.
2. Exoplanetary Properties
The fast-growing field of exoplanetary science is currently
in an observationally driven phase in which theoretical
models, such as photochemical, thermospheric, and hydro-
dynamic atmospheric codes, Monte Carlo and test-particle
tools, and various numerical transit algorithms used to
characterize newly discovered planets are of use only when
interpreting these observations. Due to the complex nature of
planetary systems, it is highly unlikely that a single theory
can explain a newly discovered system. Therefore, several
models must be developed so that the important and most
relevant mechanisms and their outcomes can be understood
within the parameter space given by the observations.
2.1. Detection methods
The main methods that have been used so far in the dis-
covery of exoplanets are as follows:
 the Doppler method,
 the transit method,
 direct imaging,
 gravitational microlensing,
 astrometry.
Most exoplanets have been discovered by the Doppler
method, which monitors the change in Doppler shift of the
spectral absorption lines of the exoplanet’s host star. From
the Doppler shift, the minimum mass of the observed target
planet can be determined, as well as the body’s semimajor
axis and orbital eccentricity. Radial velocity measurements
on stars related to the search and confirmation of exoplanets
are at present mainly performed with the 3.6m ESO High
Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS); the
Very Large Telescope spectrographs UVES, FLAMES, and
CORALIE; the 1.93m SOPHIE spectrograph in the Ob-
servatoire de Haute Provence; the Coude´ echelle spectrograph
from the 2m telescope in Tautenburg (TLS), Germany; and
spectrographs at the McDonald and Keck observatories. The
current limiting precision reached by the HARPS project is
*0.5m s- 1, while the signal for super-Earths to Earth-mass
planets orbiting a Sun-like star at 1 AU would be*0.1m s- 1
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to 0.06ms- 1. However, it should be noted that the first
Earth-mass exoplanet within a close-in orbit of a Centauri B
has been discovered recently (Dumusque et al., 2012). The
amplitude of this signal is 0.5ms- 1, which is significantly
below that of many other astrophysical signals, including
binaries, stellar rotation, and long-term magnetic activity.
The second powerful method in exoplanet detection is the
transit method, which monitors the change in brightness of
the planet’s host star. With this method, the radius of an
exoplanet and its semimajor axis can be determined. It
should be noted that not all exoplanets discovered by the
Doppler method are in an orbit around their stars such that
they can also be seen by transit observations (e.g., < 10%
transit probability for close-in planets). But exoplanets that
are discovered by transits can be re-observed by the Doppler
method; thus their mass can also be determined if the pre-
cision is above the current signal threshold. The discovery of
CoRoT-7b, the first small rocky exoplanet with measured
radius and mass (Le´ger et al., 2009) and therefore with a
known density, has opened up a new research era. While the
European Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits
(CoRoT) space observatory has demonstrated that exopla-
nets can be observed via transits from space, the CoRoT
satellite, due to its mission design, cannot discover Earth-
sized exoplanets within the habitable zones of their host
stars. This important task has been taken over by NASA’s
Kepler satellite, which has been in space since March 2009
(e.g., Borucki et al., 2011). The current limiting precision for
the transit method is given by Kepler with *20 ppm. The
Earth-Sun transit signal is *80 ppm. Compared to the
Doppler method, which cannot measure Earth-mass bodies
at 1 AU at present, Earth-sized exoplanets at a distance of
about 1 AU can be discovered by the Kepler space obser-
vatory. From the discoveries of exoplanetary systems such as
Kepler-20, it is known that Earth-sized planets are inter-
spersed among larger Neptune-sized bodies. The Kepler
mission has discovered about 2300 exoplanet candidates so
far, most of them smaller than Neptune, that could poten-
tially be used for the determination of the occurrence rate of
Earth analogues. It should also be noted that the hunt for
exoplanets below the jovian class and neptunian class by
Kepler is supported by ground-based transit projects such as
the MEarth Project in the USA. The MEarth Project is a
photometric ground-based survey that monitors about 2000
nearest M dwarfs for transiting super-Earths with orbits in-
side close-in habitable zones. The most interesting discovery
of this project so far is a sub-Neptune/super-Earth–class
exoplanet with the size of *2.7 Earth radii with an orbital
period of 1.6 days around the small, faint star GJ 1214
(Charbonneau et al., 2009).
Direct imaging is the third method for the detection of
exoplanets by the determination of the band-integrated lu-
minosity and the projected planet-star separation. From the
few directly detected exoplanetary systems, it can be ex-
pected that these systems are very young and widely sepa-
rated. This method does not permit a direct measurement of
the mass or size of the imaged planets.
The fourth method in the detection of exoplanets is
gravitational lensing, which monitors the change in bright-
ness of a distant star because its light is bent and focused by
gravity when a star with an orbiting exoplanet passes be-
tween the distant star and Earth. From this method, the mass
of the exoplanet and its semimajor axis can be determined.
So far 14 exoplanets have been discovered with the gravi-
tational microlensing method. The disadvantage of this
method is that, in general, follow-up observations are not
possible. It should be noted that microlensing is the only
practical method that allows for discovery of the population
of gas and ice giants significantly beyond the ice line (see Fig.
6 in Gaudi, 2012). The science programs of ESA’s Euclid and
NASA’s planned WFIRST fundamental physics space mis-
sions contain microlensing searches of exoplanets within
their science cases.
Astrometry can be seen as the fifth method for exoplanet
detection. This method consists of precisely measuring a
star’s location in the sky and its related position changes over
time. In the near future, ESA’s Gaia all-sky survey astrom-
etry space mission will also contribute to the statistics of
exoplanets via astrometry (Sozzetti, 2010). For example, the
Gaia data, over the next decade, will allow us to significantly
refine the understanding of the statistical properties of ex-
trasolar gas giants and will enhance our knowledge of po-
tential exoplanet host star parameters. Also, asteroseismic
studies will yield the age of exoplanet host stars.
2.2. Observables and science
With this brief survey of the present-day exoplanet detec-
tion methods, it should be understood that the Doppler and
transit methods will dominate exoplanet detection in the near
future in comparison to detection by direct imaging, gravita-
tional microlensing, and space astrometry. Table 1 compares
the current limiting precision of the Doppler and transit
methods and the corresponding necessary values for an Earth-
Sun signal at 1 AU orbit location. Therefore, a short summary
of the science that can be obtained by the combination of the
transit and Doppler methods is addressed below.
Exoplanet mean density. By knowing the radius and
mass of an exoplanet, the mean density can be calculated.
The present data base already shows that planet densities
span a wide range for any given planet mass. This indicates
the existence of very different types of planets with similar
masses. A big surprise from the available observations of this
kind is that there are many close-in hot Jupiters that have
inflated radii compared to their expected radii from radius-
mass models that are used for Solar System gas giants.
Furthermore, a detailed investigation of the first discovered
super-Earths with known size and mass indicates that many
Table 1. Current Possible Precision Limits and Necessary Signals for the Detection
of a ‘‘Super-Earth’’ and an Earth-Analog Planet at an Orbit at 1 AU around a Sun-like Star
Method Limited precision ‘‘Super-Earth’’ - Earth-Sun signal at 1 AU
Doppler method (mass) 0.5m s - 1 0.1 - 0.06ms - 1
Transit method (radius) 20 pm 80 ppm
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of them are most likely surrounded by hydrogen envelopes
or dense hydrogen-rich volatiles that comprise a few percent
of their masses (e.g., Lissauer et al., 2011; Ikoma and Hori,
2012; Lammer et al., 2013). The existence of such envelopes
indicates that these planets’ nebula-based or outgassed pro-
toatmospheres were not dispelled (Kuchner, 2003; Lammer,
2013; Lammer et al., 2013). These discoveries are very im-
portant and are closely linked to the formation of the whole
system; the host stars’ early radiation; and the plasma en-
vironment that is linked to the nebula lifetime, the inner
structure, related physics of the exoplanets, and, with regard
to super-Earths and Earth-sized exoplanets, habitability. Al-
though the available data suggest that more massive and
slightly larger planets compared to Earth with orbital
distances > 0.02 AU (around G stars) are more likely mini-
Neptunes than pure rocky planets with tiny Earth-like
atmospheres, the present error bars in the radius-mass rela-
tion are too large and must be reduced. As can be seen in
Fig. 1, a good example is the low-density super-Earth GJ
1214b whose radius-mass related structure can be fitted by a
dense core model that is surrounded by a dense primordial
based H/He envelope or outgassed H2 as well as by a low-
density core surrounded by a deep H2O ocean and a thin
hydrogen envelope at the top (Adams et al., 2008; Rogers and
Seager, 2010; Nettelmann et al., 2011; Berta et al., 2012).
Exoplanetary atmospheres. Planetary transits offer the
opportunity not only to discern the size of an exoplanet but
to study its atmosphere as well, which to date has not been
possible for non-transiting planets. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the radiation from the exoplanet host star is transmitted
through its atmosphere during the transit, while the thermal
radiation and the reflected light from the planet disappear
and reappear during the secondary eclipse. By measuring the
planet-to-star flux ratio as a function of wavelength, spectra
of the planetary atmosphere are obtained (Charbonneau
et al., 2008; Grillmair et al., 2008).
Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003) observed the transiting exo-
planet HD 209458b with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) and discov-
ered an intensity drop in the stellar Lyman-a line, which was
surprisingly large, considering that the atmosphere of a
planet occulted only 1.5% of the star. Subsequent obser-
vations at low spectral resolution with the HST STIS/
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) have also confirmed
that the transit depth in Lyman-a is significantly greater than
the transit depth due to the planetary disk alone (Ben-Jaffel,
2007; Ben-Jaffel and Sona Hosseini, 2010). Recently, another
observation of an extended upper atmosphere due to
Lyman-a absorption during the transits of a second short
periodic Jupiter-type gas giant, HD 189733b, was reported
(Lecavelier des Etangs et al., 2010, 2012). From these obser-
vations, it can be concluded that hydrogen atmospheres of
hot Jupiters expand up to their Roche lobes and that close-in
FIG. 1. Illustration of two possible scenarios for the structure of the low-density super-Earth GJ 1214, which can be
derived from the radius-mass relation within the present uncertainties. Left scenario (a) would correspond to a mini-
Neptune with a dense core that is surrounded by a primordial or outgassed dense hydrogen envelope. Right scenario (b)
corresponds to a low-density core that is surrounded by a huge amount of H2O and a thin hydrogen envelope (courtesy
of D. Charbonneau). Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
FIG. 2. Illustration of exoplanetary atmosphere effects
during the transit and secondary eclipse of an exoplanet.
During the transit, the radiation from the star is transmitted
through the planet’s atmosphere, while during the secondary
eclipse the thermal radiation and reflected light from the
planet disappear and reappear. Color images available
online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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gas giants are surrounded by cometary-type hydrogen
clouds as predicted by Schneider et al. (1998). Applied hy-
drodynamic models by Yelle (2004), Garcı´a Mun˜oz (2007),
Penz et al. (2008), and Koskinen et al. (2013a, 2013b) support
this hypothesis as well as independent HST/STIS and Cos-
mic Origins Spectrograph (COS) observations where carbon,
oxygen, and silicon were observed beyond the Roche lobe of
HD 209458b (Vidal-Madjar et al., 2004; Linsky et al., 2010)
and various metals around the Roche lobe of WASP-12b
(Fossati et al., 2010).
The detection and investigation of extended upper atmo-
spheres around exoplanets of all types provide very prom-
ising insights into the interaction of the host star’s plasma
environment with the planet itself. Lammer et al. (2011) and
Lammer (2012) showed that it should be possible to detect
extended upper atmospheres and their related hydrogen
coronae even around small, Earth-sized exoplanets orbiting
cool M-type stars with space observatories such as the World
Space Observatory-UV (WSO-UV) (Shustov et al., 2009),
which are currently under development.
From transit spectroscopy by follow-up observations with
the Spitzer Space Telescope, even molecules (i.e., H2O, CH4,
etc.) in hot Jupiter atmospheres have been inferred (e.g.,
Tinetti et al., 2007; Swain et al., 2009; Beaulieu et al., 2010).
By measuring the combined star-planet flux for determining
a longitudinally resolved emission map as a function of
wavelength, the day-night circulation of an exoplanetary
atmosphere can be discerned (Knutson et al., 2007, 2009).
Transmission spectra modeling on the above-discussed
transiting super-Earth GJ 1214b can also be used for clari-
fying the uncertainties in the planet’s structure. Model sim-
ulations of the GJ 1214b WFC4 transmission spectrum by
Miller-Ricci and Fortney (2010) ruled out the dense core
primordial hydrogen envelope scenario of Fig. 3a at 8.3 r,
while their result agrees well with H2O fractions > 20% as
illustrated in Fig. 3b. This example shows that the structure
of this exoplanet can be characterized to a certain point if the
radius, the mass, and the transmission spectrum are known.
Although the observations contain uncertainties, the results
clearly suggest that this particular planet may be a water
world that is surrounded by a H2O atmosphere and a hy-
drogen corona. Unfortunately, due to the brightness prop-
erties of the host stars of the known exoplanets, only a tiny
fraction, which includes GJ 1214b, of transmission spectra
can be observed. Perhaps the James Webb Space Telescope
( JWST) and the ground-based ESO Extreme Large Telescope
(ELT), the Giant Magellan Telescope, and the Thirty Meter
Telescope projects can observe atmospheric species for
cooler super-Earths in a similar way as the HST, Spitzer,
and ground-based projects have for some hot Jupiters and
Neptunes.
Spin-orbit misalignment determination. By investigating
a transiting planet with a known mass, the planet’s spin-orbit
alignment can be determined by the Rossiter-McLaughlin
effect (Gaudi and Winn, 2007; Albrecht et al., 2012). From
such studies, it is known that many hot Jupiter systems are
misaligned, which has widened the picture of planetary
migration models.
Planet-radius distribution. From the survey of the discov-
ered transiting exoplanets and Kepler’s discovery of *2300
planet candidates, a statistic related to the planet-radius
distribution can be determined. From these discoveries, we
FIG. 3. Illustration of the recently
selected TESS (top left) and planned
PLATO (top right) future transit search
missions for planets in orbits around
nearby bright host stars. Below, illus-
tration of the Swiss-led CHaracterizing
ExOPlanets Satellite (CHEOPS) re-
cently selected by ESA within their
small mission program. CHEOPS main
science aims will be the determination
of the radius-mass relation of exoplan-
ets, the identification of significant
gaseous envelopes around the planet’s
core, and the probing of known hot
Jupiter atmospheres with the intent to
study the physical mechanisms and
efficiency for energy transport from
the dayside to the nightside of the
planet (NASA/ESA). Color images
available online at www.liebertonline
.com/ast
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find the power law dN=dlogRpl¼ kR apl (Batalha et al.,
2012; Howard et al., 2012) with coefficients k = 3.8 – 0.3 and
a = - 2.01 – 0.09, which indicates that exoplanets with small
radii are much more numerous compared to Jupiter-like gas
giants. From the available Kepler survey, an occurrence rate
can be derived of planets between 0.4–4 R4 within orbital
periods < 50 days of 0.91 planets per cool star. The occurrence
rate of Earth-sized planets in the habitable zone of cool stars
is*0.1 planets per cool star. From this statistic, we find with
*95% confidence that there is a transiting Earth-sized planet
in the habitable zone of a cool star within 23 pc (Dressing
and Charbonneau, 2013).
2.3. Improvements for the future and open questions
to be solved
Although there are more than 850 exoplanets known, and
we know the size and mass of about 290, the atmosphere of
these planets can only be studied for a smaller fraction of the
total number due to the faintness of their host stars (e.g.,
Seager and Deming, 2010). With the ever-increasing number
of detected transiting planets, our knowledge of the physical
parameters for characterizing planets has increased signifi-
cantly, which shows that planets are much more diverse than
we expected from what we know of the Solar System. This
increasing understanding of planet populations has been
triggered by transiting planets for which we can directly
measure their bulk parameters (radius, mass, mean density)
with the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect to determine orbit align-
ment, measure effective temperatures and albedos, and finally
even detect atmospheric molecular absorptions. Exoplanetary
atmosphere observations are evolving as a separate research
field that is now firmly established, with more than two dozen
atmospheres of hot Jupiters observed. Highlights include
 the detection of molecular spectral features,
 the observation of day-night temperature gradients,
and
 the constraints on vertical atmospheric structure.
The success of ground-based surveys and, in particular,
the CoRoT and Kepler space missions has also shown that
transits are an efficient method to detect large numbers of
planets with well-known parameters. It is true that efficient
transit detections are biased to short orbital periods due to
the low geometrical transit probability. This disadvantage
over the radial velocity method is, however, not true when
one considers searches for small terrestrial planets at inter-
mediate to large orbital distances for which also radial ve-
locity detections require a huge investment of observing time
per planet. When it becomes possible to determine the entire
parameter range for each detected exoplanet, including ter-
restrial planets, we will enter a new era of planetary science.
To date, this is possible only for planets orbiting the brightest
host stars among the almost thousand detected exoplanets.
To date, the results of the CoRoT and Kepler space obser-
vatories as well as the ground-based surveys have mainly
contributed to exoplanet statistics, but their discoveries are
not ideal for spectroscopic follow-up observations because
the targets are too distant. The overlap between planets that
have been discovered by the Doppler method and transiting
planets of bright stars is very small. There are many radial
velocity planets with known mass around brighter nearby
stars, while transiting exoplanets so far are discovered
mainly around fainter stars. This fact results in a target
problem for future exoplanetary atmosphere characterization
projects.
All the participants of the ISSI forum agreed that more
detections of exoplanets around bright and nearby stars are
necessary in order to characterize large numbers of exoplan-
etary atmospheres more accurately than at present. When
investigating habitable planets that may have evolved to be
comparable to Earth, such detection surveys must include
intermediate orbital distances, where we expect temperate
planets. Two space missions are currently under study for
the detection of exoplanets around nearby bright stars: the
NASA Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission
in the USA and ESA’s PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of
stars (PLATO) mission in Europe.
The TESS space observatory has been selected recently by
NASA for an all-sky survey of bright, nearby stars; the
mission should launch in 2017. Its prime target range is
transiting Earths and super-Earths. TESS will survey bright
host stars at 4.5–12 mag. It will survey F, G, and K stars and
will also scan bright M stars within 50 pc. In total, about
500,000 stars will be observed during 2 years’ mission life-
time. Altogether, it is expected that TESS will discover more
than 1000 new exoplanets, and several hundreds of them will
be Neptune-sized or smaller. TESS will operate in a step-and-
stare mode to cover the whole sky. The observational cov-
erage of each field (hence of the orbital planet periods
scanned for) will depend on its position in the sky. Most of
the detections will be made for short-period planets, but for
M dwarf stars planet detections up to their habitable zones
will also be possible. Such bright planetary systems will also
be prime targets for, for example, spectroscopic follow-up
characterization of their atmospheres by the JWST and
planned future projects such as ESA’s Exoplanet Character-
isation Observatory (EChO).
The JWST will also probe exoplanetary atmospheres as
Spitzer did (e.g., Seager et al., 2009) but will most likely focus
on potential habitable planets around bright M stars. Favor-
able transiting planetary systems will most likely be discov-
ered by TESS and PLATO. However, the atmosphere
observations will require tens to hundreds of hours of JWST
time per planet. Long follow-up observation time may be a
problem because the JWST is not an exoplanet mission per se.
The next-generation planet finder mission PLATO has
been proposed to ESA for the M3 mission launch opportu-
nity in 2022/24. It is planned as a large-scale detection
survey that will provide statistically relevant numbers of
well-characterized exoplanets with highly accurate bulk pa-
rameters and ages, in particular in the Earth to super-Earth
domain around bright host stars. PLATO would be the first
mission to make systematic use of both the transit planet
search technique and asteroseismology of the planet hosts.
This will not only provide highly accurate parameters for
planets and their host stars but also allow for determination
of the age of planetary systems on a large scale. The PLATO
prime target range is 4–11 mag. This bright target range al-
lows surveying Sun-like F, G, and K stars as well as the
brightest and nearest M dwarfs for terrestrial planets.
PLATO will have the capacity to detect thousands of
Neptune-sized and smaller planets, and hundreds of these
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planets will be in the super-Earth regime, including planets
in the habitable zone of bright Sun-like stars. The telescope
combines a step-and-stare observing strategy with two long-
term (up to 3 years) field observations. With a total mission
lifetime of *6 years, *50 % of the sky will be scanned for
new exoplanets. Its detection range therefore targets
 at intermediate orbital distances, up to the habitable
zone of Sun-like stars, to significantly expand the
number of well-characterized cool and potentially hab-
itable exoplanets;
and
 large numbers of terrestrial planets in this intermediate
orbital distance range with well-known bulk parameters
and ages as the prime goal for a detection survey op-
erating in the next decade.
Due to technological differences and hence observational
capabilities between TESS and PLATO, the selection of these
missions has an impact on the accuracy of the observations
related to the target planet’s orbit location. In the case of ex-
pected discoveries by TESS, the first accurate characterization
of exoplanetary atmospheres by a future characterization pro-
ject will focus on exoplanets that have their orbits inside M star
habitable zones. In the case of PLATO, future characterization
missions would probe planetary atmospheres in orbital dis-
tances within habitable zones around Sun-like stars.
Smaller numbers of presently known or soon-to-be dis-
covered exoplanets around brighter stars will also be studied
with ESA’s recently selected first small mission, the
CHaractizing ExOPlanets Satellite (CHEOPS). A Swiss-led,
ESA-supported, European endeavor, CHEOPS is a small
space telescope that is designed for the follow-up observa-
tion of exoplanets discovered within the overlap of transits
and Doppler observations. Ground-based high-precision
Doppler spectroscopic surveys have been carried out during
recent years, and hundreds of stars with exoplanets in the
super-Earth to Neptune mass range (1<Mpl/M4 < 20) have
been identified. These surveys will continue into the fore-
seeable future. The characteristics of these stars (brightness,
low activity levels, etc.) and the knowledge of the planet
ephemerides make them ideal targets for ultrahigh-precision
photometric measurements from space with CHEOPS. This
mission, which will be launched in 2017, is the only space
observatory with the capacity to follow up all these targets
for precise radius measurements in the near future.
The new generation of ground-based transit surveys (e.g.,
NGTS) should be capable of reaching 1 mmag precision on
V < 13 mag stars, so that new targets for CHEOPS can be
expected. By the end of 2017, NGTS will provide of order 50
targets with a radius less than 6 Earth radii for which
CHEOPS will be able to measure radii to a precision of 10%.
The studied planets can be selected for further investigations
with the JWST, ELTs, and so on. The most interesting targets
for CHEOPS will be hot Neptunes and super-Earths. From
the discussions above, it is clear that the main challenge is
that, if smaller planets are discovered, the related error bars
become more and more relevant. With the space observato-
ries briefly mentioned above and the currently developed
instruments that will be installed on available or planned
ground-based telescopes, the error bars in size and mass
determinations will be minimized.
Launched and future Solar System missions, such as Cas-
sini, Juno, or JUICE, will certainly contribute to our under-
standing of gas giants but will not deliver the whole answer.
Cassini obtains gravity data of high accuracy around Saturn,
which are currently studied and analyzed for a better un-
derstanding of the core-atmosphere structure of the planet.
Although we had a spacecraft near Jupiter, it is not known
so far whether the closest gas giant has a core, mantle, and
envelope (three-layer structure) or only a core and an enve-
lope (two-layer structure) (Nettelmann, 2011). However, the
uncertainties due to the unknowns in the applied equation of
state are becoming less important due to advances in ab initio
modeling techniques and computer power (e.g., French et al.,
2012; Nettelmann et al., 2012). Juno will set tighter constraints
on Jupiter’s core mass and internal structure, including the
planet’s water abundance.
Therefore, the expected results from the Juno mission will
contribute to our understanding of Jupiter’s origin and, via
the H2O-aboundance, possibly the physical/chemical con-
ditions in the nebula and the history of volatiles. The ob-
tained data and their properties can then be related to giant
planet–formation theories. From the exoplanet surveys, we
know that Uranus- and Neptune-type planets seem to be a
very common planetary category in the Galaxy. Future Solar
System missions to one of these planets would indeed help to
understand what exoplanets of this kind are made of.
There are still many open questions regarding Uranus and
Neptune. Their internal structure and compositions are still
poorly understood, and in addition they differ in other phys-
ical parameters such as the inferred atmospheric composition,
obliquity, and thermal emission. It is therefore clear that fur-
ther investigation of the origin, evolution, and internal struc-
ture of intermediate-mass planets is desirable. All these open
questions are directly related to the real boundary between gas-
rich planets and so-called terrestrial planets (see Fig. 4), where
life-forms may evolve on the planet’s ocean/surface as they
did *3.5–3.8 Gyr ago on Earth. A detailed observation and
study of this boundary bears directly on fundamental open
questions related to planet formation such as
 runaway gas accretion in the core accretion scenario or
the loss of primordial H-He atmospheres
and
 constraints on possible planet migration paths followed
during formation and evolution for planets where the
clear presence of a massive gaseous envelope cannot be
discerned.
These are key habitability questions that have a direct link
to a possible architecture of habitable planets and the evo-
lution of Earth-like class I habitats (Lammer et al., 2009;
Lammer, 2013), where life as we know it can evolve. To solve
these questions, the theoretical efforts combined with the
above-mentioned enhancements in observables related to the
following points have to be addressed:
 combining planet-formation theories with the formation
environments;
 understanding the formation of intermediate-mass
planets;
 making more accurate measurements of planetary
parameters for planets with larger orbital locations;
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 combining exoplanet statistics, hence ensemble param-
eters, with predictions from planet-formation models;
and
 obtaining the dimensionless Love number parameters
that determine the rigidity of a planetary body and the
susceptibility of its shape to change in response to a tidal
potential, which would result in a better understanding
of the planet’s interior (Kramm et al., 2012).
For technological reasons, there is at present a bias in the
characterization of exoplanets within close orbit locations
around their host stars. These close-in planets, however,
certainly do not represent the main populations, and addi-
tional complex processes such as heating and interaction
processes with the host star will influence the evolution of
such planets.
Therefore, it is important to obtain data from planets on
orbital locations that are farther out. Theoreticians who
model planetary composition and structure should investi-
gate whether first-order uncertainties in their models can be
separated out, for instance, to obtain information if a planet
has a three-layer or two-layer structure. It is important to
point out that it makes little sense to apply a very complex
theoretical model if the input parameter space is so uncertain
that every result can be hypothetically possible—including
unrealistic ones. It is very important to understand how to
quantify the theories within the available constraints and
parameter space. For instance, to understand in an interdis-
ciplinary way how planets such as those discovered in the
densely packed Kepler-11 system originated and evolved
would involve incredible theoretical efforts. Thus, the forum
participants agreed that, with regard to theory, it is impor-
tant to know to what extent first-order uncertainties in the-
oretical models can be solved with high-precision radius and
mass measurements.
3. Disk Evolution and Origin of Planets,
Their Atmospheres, and Water Inventories
Planet formation is closely connected to star formation and
early stellar evolution (see e.g., Bodenheimer, 1997; Mannings
et al., 2000; Wuchterl et al., 2000; Boss, 2003). Stars form from
collapsing clouds of gas and dust. The collapse leads to the
formation of the protostar in the center, which contains most of
the mass of the cloud, and a circumstellar disk, which retains
most of the angular momentum of the cloud. Because stars
have various disk sizes and masses, there is no reason that a
given star has given disk properties (Williams and Cieza, 2011).
Thus, a huge variation can be expected. In the Solar System, the
circumstellar disk is estimated to have had a mass of a few
percent of the Sun’s mass. The planets form from the material
in the circumstellar disk, which is at this stage also referred to
as the protoplanetary disk.
3.1. Protoplanetary disk evolution
Most protoplanets are formed within the accretion disk
during the nebula lifetime, which lasts between *106 and
107 years (e.g., Montmerle et al., 2006). After 10 Myr, most
nebular gas is evaporated from the system. Because the ac-
cretion disk contains about 99% gas and 1% dust, planets can
accumulate nebular gas (e.g., Ikoma and Genda, 2006), which
results in a nebula-captured hydrogen-rich protoatmosphere
of the newborn planet. The amount of captured nebula gas
depends mainly on
 nebular dissipation time and properties such as grain
depletion factors,
 planetary growth rate and related protoplanet mass and
size.
Disks are hydrodynamically stable, and magnetohydro-
dynamic turbulence, which is linearly unstable, plays a major
FIG. 4. Illustration of Earth and a super-Earth that mimics a mini-Neptune because it may not have lost its nebula-based
captured hydrogen envelope or outgassed hydrogen-dominated volatile-rich protoatmosphere. Color images available online
at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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role in disk physics. The nebula dissipation time is also re-
lated to the activity of the host star and the presence of
massive stars and supernovae in the neighborhood of the
particular system. The removal of the disk is related to effi-
cient angular momentum transport processes, the X-ray and
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation field, and the stellar
plasma flow during the T-Tauri, post-T-Tauri, and activity
saturation stage of the host star. Normal and transition disks
show a wide gap of missing warm dust near the central star.
Dust in the disks is produced as a by-product of collisions
between planetesimals and planetary embryos related to the
planet-formation process. Planetary debris disks represent
the near-final stage of the circumstellar disk evolution pro-
cess; that is, they are the evolutionary products of ongoing or
completed planet formation.
The general disk evolution scenarios are illustrated in
Fig. 5. In protoplanetary disks, the inner radial boundary
between magnetorotational instability turbulent (active) and
magnetorotational instability quiescent (dead) zones plays
an important role in some planet-formation scenarios and in
disk evolution models. The extreme X-rays, EUV, far ultra-
violet (FUV), flux, and winds of the young active star clear
the nebular gas in time. Inside the evolving disk are dust
particles, a magnetically inactive dead zone, and the growing
protoplanets. It should also be pointed out that many as-
sumptions must be made mainly due to unknown dust
properties and related opacities. These unknowns influence
the results of each theoretical simulation. The discovered
exoplanets move around in the disk and are not formed at
the location where we observe them later. Further, as shown
in Fig. 6, planets within a disk create torques and momentum
exchange so that the semimajor axis also changes (Kley and
Nelson, 2012). Tidal forces can also push the planets out of
resonance. The disk acts as a damping process on eccentricity
and inclination. If a planet becomes massive it opens up a
gap in the disk, and if there are several planets they act on the
disk and against each other. For example, numerical simula-
tions of two massive gas giants in the system HD 73526, which
adjoin a large gap in the disk, show that the outer planet can
be pushed inward by the outer disk, while the inner planet is
pushed outward by the inner disk (Sa´ndor et al., 2007).
Many planets may also fall to the star. Migration may be
too fast, but due to corotating torques the fast migration may
slow down. Planets are captured into resonant systems that
can be seen in observations so that it can be concluded that
migration should occur. The data from exoplanets discov-
ered by the Kepler satellite indicate that many systems are in
(near) resonance, which indicates a resonant capture through
a convergent migration process that is related to dissipation
forces due to planet-disk interaction. Thus, the evidence for
planet migration is confirmed due to the existence of
 resonant systems and flat Kepler systems
and
 hot Jupiters and Neptunes.
To overcome the related uncertainties in disk physics,
such as migration in turbulent disks, self-gravitating disks,
tidally driven migration, type-III migration, and stellar irra-
diation, it is very important and timely that theoreticians
cooperate more with observers so that a powerful strategy
for missing observables related to theoretical disk models
can be established. For instance, the accretion luminosity
could be high so that one should search for a protoplanet
inside a disk (Kraus and Ireland, 2012). One main task for the
future should therefore be
 to observe protoplanets in evolving disks.
FIG. 5. Illustration of disk evolution and planet formation. (a) Strong X-rays, EUV, and FUV as well as winds interact with the
gas/dust disk in its earliest stage. (b) Planetesimals and planetary embryos form due to collisions, the disk settles, and evaporation
continues. Depending on the gravity potential of the embedded planetary embryos and protoplanets, nebula gas is attracted.
(c) Photoevaporation continues, and planetary embryos and protoplanets that orbit near their host stars become decoupled from
the evaporating nebula gas first. (d) After a few million years, but at the latest about 10 Myr, the debris disk remains, and planets
may continue to form (after Williams and Cieza, 2011). Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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3.2. Protoatmospheres and early water formation
Another challenge related to the discovery and character-
ization of exoplanets and their structure, particularly in the
rocky planet domain, is our capacity to study protoatmo-
spheres and initial water inventories, and their formation and
evolution. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the initial atmospheres and
water content of terrestrial planets are related to a complex
interplay between the nebula dissipation time, the growth rate/
time of a protoplanet from planetesimals and planetary em-
bryos, the orbit location and water content of the initial build-
ing blocks (i.e., planetesimals and planetary embryos),
outgassing processes from the interior, the impact history, and
finally the host star’s radiation and plasma environment.
The first atmosphere is created by the capture and accu-
mulation of hydrogen, He, and other gases from the
FIG. 6. Planet-disk interaction results in the following: (a) spiral arm formation that creates Lindblad torques on the planet,
resulting in inward-moving planets; and (b) horseshoe regions that create corotation torques that can result in outward-
moving planets (from Kley and Nelson, 2012). Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
FIG. 7. Illustration of the evolution from protoplanets to various end products, which can be Venus- or Mars-like dry or
frozen CO2-rich one-plate planets; geophysically active, water-rich Earth-like planets with continents and nitrogen atmo-
spheres (CO2 in carbonates); or a mini-Neptune or water world with a surrounding hydrogen corona (as seen in Figs. 2 and 5)
in the event that the early planet accumulated too much nebula gas or originated with too much volatiles, which were not
expelled by host star–powered atmospheric escape processes. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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surrounding disk in which the growing protoplanet resides
(rocky core). Depending on the nebula properties, its life-
time, and the gravity potential of the growing and embedded
protoplanet, an extensive amount of gas could be attracted so
that optically thick, dense hydrogen envelopes accumulate
around rocky cores (e.g., Hayashi et al., 1979; Mizuno, 1980;
Wuchterl, 1993; Ikoma et al., 2000; Ikoma and Genda, 2006;
Rafikov, 2006; Ikoma and Hori, 2012).
The recent discovery of low-density super-Earths with
short orbital periods such as those in the Kepler-11 system
indicates that nebula-captured gaseous envelopes may not so
readily separate from fast-growing planets that are more
massive than Earth or Venus (Ikoma and Hori, 2012; Lam-
mer, 2013; Lammer et al., 2013). Preliminary results indicate
that the atmospheres of massive rocky bodies undergo run-
away disk gas accretion, while the atmospheres of light
rocky bodies undergo significant erosion during disk dis-
persal. In atmospheric erosion, the heat content of the rocky
body plays an important role (Ikoma and Genda, 2006;
Ikoma and Hori, 2012).
As one can see, the formation of dense nebula-based hy-
drogen envelopes around super-Earths is closely linked to
the open questions and future challenges discussed briefly in
previous sections and shows that the structural character-
ization of low-density super-Earths with future space mis-
sions like CHEOPS, TESS, and PLATO provide important
clues for understanding planetary accretion and disk evolu-
tion. The second atmosphere formation occurs by cata-
strophic outgassing of dense hot H2O, CO2, CH4, NH3
atmospheres during the magma ocean solidification process
when the planet’s accretion ended. Earth- or super-Earth-
type planets with silicate mantles and metallic cores will
accumulate a major amount of their initial water and carbon
compounds during the second atmosphere-formation
process.
As illustrated in Fig. 8, modern terrestrial planet-forma-
tion model simulations indicate that terrestrial planets orig-
inate from differentiated planetesimals to large planetary
embryos with sizes of several hundred to a few thousand
kilometers (Kokubo and Ida, 2000; Raymond et al., 2004;
Alibert et al., 2007; Raymond et al., 2009; Lunine et al., 2011;
Walsh et al., 2011; Morbidelli et al., 2012). After the evapo-
ration of the nebula gas due to the extreme EUV phase of the
young Sun/star, the protoplanets continue to grow through
the capture and collisions of remaining large planetesimals
and planetary embryos. Impact studies related to Mercury
and the Moon indicate that giant impacts between planetary
embryos do not completely devolatilize a planet.
During huge impacts, a fraction of the volatiles remain
inside the growing planetary body, while some volatiles are
pushed outward and may escape into space.
Geochemical studies have revealed that a fraction of
Earth’s water originated from comets, while the majority
came from chondritic rocky materials (Mumma and Charn-
ley, 2011). Recent studies indicate that most of the water
likely originates from rocky planetesimals (Alexander et al.,
2012). Meteorites are therefore candidate building block
materials for planetary embryos and protoplanets that have a
wide range of carbon and water contents. Various degassing
and formation scenarios during accretion for a wide range
of atmospheric masses and composition of exoplanets within
1–30 M4 have been modeled (Elkins-Tanton and Seager,
2008; Elkins-Tanton, 2011).
By using primitive and differentiated meteorite compo-
sitions, these studies have revealed that degassing alone can
produce a wide range of planetary atmospheres that range
from £ 1% of a planet’s mass up to *6% by mass of hy-
drogen, *20% by mass of H2O, and *5% by mass of
carbon compounds (Elkins-Tanton and Seager, 2008). De-
pending on the initial volatile contents and planetary
building blocks, magma ocean outgassing models, as
shown in Fig. 10, can produce early steam atmospheres
with surface pressures up to several 104 bar (Elkins-Tanton,
2011). It should be noted that hydrogen-rich atmospheres
can also be formed by outgassing due to oxidation of me-
tallic Fe with H2O and that atmospheric escape processes
that are powered by the high radiation and plasma envi-
ronment of the young host star are not included in the
results shown in Fig. 9. Catastrophically outgassed steam
atmospheres during the magma ocean solidification are
expected to be related to the formation of the earliest oceans
on Earth (e.g., Elkins-Tanton, 2008; Lammer et al., 2012;
Hamano et al., 2013) or exoplanets within the habitable
zone in general (e.g., Elkins-Tanton, 2011).
FIG. 8. Illustration of protoplanet growth and formation due to collisions between differentiated planetesimals and plan-
etary embryos. The red areas correspond to magma, the other layers to mantle and core materials (courtesy of L. Elkins-
Tanton). Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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However, it should be noted that differentiated large
planetary embryos as shown in Fig. 8 will also form magma
oceans such that H2O and other volatiles may be stepwise
outgassed and potentially lost to a great extent, as illustrated
in Fig. 10, before the final magma ocean solidifies when the
final planet’s accretion ends. If wet planetary embryos lose
much of their water inventories during their growth to the
final planetary body, the volatile content that is outgassed in
the final stage would be lower than expected. Such a scenario
would agree with the hypothesis of Albare`de and Blichert-
Toft (2007), which is that the terrestrial planets in the Solar
System accreted dry and obtained most of their water during
the late veneer via impacts. On the other hand, the discov-
eries of H2O/volatile-rich super-Earths like GJ 1214b support
the outgassing hypothesis as briefly discussed before. From
the first discovery of lower mass and size exoplanets, it is
clear that we cannot take the Solar System planets as a base
for extrapolations, because they may only represent a par-
ticular outcome of a huge possibility of final planetary sce-
narios, though they may fit within the three overall
categories illustrated in Fig. 7.
It is important not to forget atmosphere-producing
processes that are related to secondary outgassed atmo-
spheres of H2O, CO2, N2, and other trace gases via tectonic
activities, volcanoes, and impact events such as the Late
Heavy Bombardment in the Solar System. Most likely,
terrestrial planets may obtain their initial atmospheres by
a mixture of all the above-discussed scenarios in one or
more ways.
The participants of the ISSI forum were convinced that
detailed research related to the latest and near-future dis-
coveries of Earth- and super-Earth-like exoplanets and their
characterization in structure and atmosphere, together with
the expertise and knowledge obtained within the Solar Sys-
tem and geochemistry communities, are highly timely and
necessary to understand how terrestrial planets obtain and
lose their initial water inventories and volatiles. These are
crucial questions related to habitability aspects in general,
and from the discussion within the ISSI forum panelists, it
can be understood that several linked and interacting pro-
cesses related to disk properties, nebula dissipation time,
planetary growth rate, host star powered atmospheric escape
FIG. 9. Initial water and carbon contents in
weight percent and resulting water ocean
depths after condensation of an outgassed
steam atmosphere. The range of water used in
the figure includes meteorites that are likely
building blocks for terrestrial planets ( Jar-
osewich, 1990). The dashed lines show the
resulting water ocean depth in kilometers
produced by a collapsed degassed steam at-
mosphere of a planet related to the initial bulk
mantle water content (courtesy of L. Elkins-
Tanton). Color images available online at
www.liebertonline.com/ast
FIG. 10. Illustration of a late growth scenario that could be expected for Venus and Earth. Mars-sized planetary embryos
will lose outgassed volatiles and their initial water inventories during collisions and growth to larger protoplanets. Finally,
not much H2O would remain in the final planet, and oceans would have to be produced by later impacts of water-rich
material. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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processes, and the general impact history of a particular
system play important roles.
4. Stellar Environments and Exoplanet Host Stars
The long time evolution of planets and their atmospheres
can only be understood if the evolution of the planet host stars
are considered. Planets cannot be seen as isolated objects be-
cause the radiation and plasma environment of their host stars
constitute a permanent forcing of the upper atmosphere-
magnetosphere environments of the exposed bodies. The
main effect of these forcing factors is to ionize, chemically
modify, heat, expand, evaporate, and erode the upper atmo-
sphere throughout the lifetime of a planet (e.g., Lammer,
2013). The host star and its related activity influence the de-
tection ability and make the measuring of exoplanetary pa-
rameters such as mass and radius more difficult. Physical and
fundamental properties for exoplanet host stars include the
star’s mass, radius, chemical composition, and rotation period,
which is connected to magnetic activity and age. These
properties can be determined by the following methods:
 calibrations (from binaries, clusters, etc.);
 stellar evolution models;
 asteroseismology;
 age determination: kinematics, asteroseismology, activ-
ity, chemical abundances (Li, Be), theoretical models.
The radiative properties can be studied if a detailed
spectral energy distribution from X-rays to IR, and radio,
was obtained. Short-term variations up to years can be
studied by establishing time series with photometry. For
longer timescales, observations of stellar proxies or stars of
the same spectral class with different ages are the best op-
tions. Because the host star’s activity evolution is different for
different stellar spectral types, and furthermore depends on
the stellar age and the location of the habitable zone around
the host star, it can be expected that the atmospheric evo-
lution of exoplanets is strongly coupled with the activity
evolution [X-rays, EUV, FUV, winds, coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), solar energetic particles, etc.] of the host star.
4.1. The relevance of the stellar Lyman-a emission line
observation and reconstruction methods
For the characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres as
well as the observation/detection of stellar mass loss, it is
important to measure the Lyman-a emission line of the
particular star. Accurate investigations of the chemical
composition of exoplanetary atmospheres can only be
carried out if the near-UV (k = 170–320 nm), FUV (k= 117–
170 nm), EUV (k= 30–91.1 nm), XUV (k = 10–30 nm), and
X-ray (k < 10 nm) radiation from the host star, all of which
control important molecular photodissociation and photo-
ionization processes, are known. The Lyman-a emission line
dominates the FUV spectra of late-type stars and is a major
source for the photodissociation of important atmospheric
molecules such H2O, CH4, NH3, CO2. For the Sun, the Lyman-
a emission is *20% of the total flux between 1 and 170nm.
For example, the solar Lyman-a line is responsible for *50%
of the photodissociation rate of H2O molecules between 114.8
and 194nm and *70% of the total photodissociation rate of
CH4 between 5.6 and 152nm. The Lyman-a line emission is
even more important for cooler low-mass stars, such as M
dwarfs, because the photospheric emission at k> 170nm de-
creases rapidly with decreasing effective temperature. A
comparison between the quiet spectrum of the Sun and that of
GJ 876, which has an exoplanet within its habitable zone, in-
dicates that, as would be discerned from an exoplanet in the
habitable zone, the near UV is weaker by 4 orders of magni-
tude but the FUV is much stronger compared to that of the
Sun. For GJ 876, the Lyman-a flux is about 2 times as high as
seen from the star’s habitable zone compared to the Sun as
seen from the Earth. M stars seem to be brighter in Lyman-a
compared to more massive Sun-like stars, and the age of the
stars, which is related to their activity in general, also plays a
major role (France et al., 2013; Linsky et al., 2013).
Exoplanetary atmospheres absorb the Lyman-a flux from
their host stars without attenuation; neutral hydrogen in the
interstellar medium (ISM) scatters most of the Lyman-a flux
out of the line of sight between the star-exoplanet system and
Earth. Because of this, the Lyman-a emission line cannot be
directly measured because neutral hydrogen in the ISM atten-
uates the majority of the flux before it reaches Earth (Linsky
et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important to reconstruct the stellar
Lyman-a profiles and flux by correcting the ISM absorption.
To date, a reconstruction of the intrinsic Lyman-a line has
only been carried out for a limited number of nearby stars
that are bright enough, but this is not feasible for distant or
faint host stars. Recently, Linsky et al. (2013) identified five
methods for the reconstruction of the intrinsic Lyman-a flux
from main-sequence stars between spectral types F5 and M5.
From this study, it is shown that the quality of the data
determines which reconstruction method yields the most
accurate result.
The most accurate method for the reconstruction of stellar
Lyman-a emission was developed by Wood et al. (2005) and
requires high-resolution spectra of the Lyman-a line and
knowledge of the interstellar velocity structure based on
high-resolution spectra of the deuterium Lyman-a and metal
lines. The errors from such reconstructed profiles are at
*20%. At present, only the STIS instrument on HST can
provide such data for nearby stars. Another method devel-
oped by France et al. (2012) also requires high-resolution
spectra of the hydrogen Lyman-a emission line but does not
require spectra of the deuterium Lyman-a line or any other
interstellar absorption line. It should be noted that this par-
ticular reconstruction method fails when the interstellar ve-
locity structure has many components, which is unknown in
the absence of high-resolution interstellar absorption lines. A
third method described by Linsky et al. (2013) requires flux
measurements of the stellar C IV, C II, O I, Mg II, or Ca II
lines and the best-fit correlations of these lines with fluxes of
the reconstructed Lyman-a lines in existing data sets. The
accuracy of Lyman-a flux estimates for F5–K5 dwarf stars by
this method is about *18–25%. To obtain these accuracy
values, high-resolution spectra of the Mg II lines for inter-
stellar absorption must be corrected. This particular method
is based on the hypothesis that the ratios of the Lyman-a line
flux to C IV, C II, O I, Mg II, and Ca II line fluxes for stars of
similar spectral type depend only gradually on line flux. The
method does not work well for M0–MV dwarf stars. For
these stars, the dispersions are larger because of the stellar
variability between the observing times of Lyman-a and the
other lines (Linsky et al., 2013). The largest uncertainty here is
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the stellar metal abundance; therefore more observations of
M-type stars will be needed to better understand the un-
certainties associated with low metal abundances.
If there are no UV or Ca II line flux observations available,
but X-ray measurements with an energy range similar to
ROSAT observations have been made, a method can provide
estimates of the intrinsic Lyman-a flux from least-squares fits
to the intrinsic Lyman-a/X-ray flux ratio versus the X-ray
flux. The average dispersions about the fit lines for F5–G9
and K0–K5 stars are of the order of*20–30%. However, this
method should not be applied to M stars, which show a
much larger dispersion because of the large time variability
of X-rays and the comparison of X-ray and Lyman-a data
obtained at different times. When no Lyman-a, UV emission
lines, or X-ray data are available from observations, the Ly-
man-a flux for F5–M5 stars can be reconstructed based only
on the stellar effective temperature and stellar activity mea-
surements, and stellar parameters within an accuracy of 30–
40% (Linsky et al., 2013).
4.2. Radiation and plasma impact on planetary
atmospheres and habitability
Activity in late-type stars (i.e., spectral types G, K, M) has
been intensively studied in the past decades with satellites
such as ASCA, ROSAT, Chandra, XMM-Newton, EUVE,
FUSE, and IUE. In particular, the radiation environment of
Sun-like G stars has been studied for several so-called solar
proxies with ages from *100 Myr to *8.5 Gyr with high
accuracy within the ‘‘Sun in Time’’ project (Dorren and
Guinan, 1994; Dorren et al., 1995; Gu¨del et al., 1997; Ribas
et al., 2005; Claire et al., 2012). From these data, it can be
concluded that the integrated flux between 0.1 and 120 nm
was *100 times more intense than that of today’s Sun
during the first 100 Myr after its arrival at the zero-age main
sequence (ZAMS) (Ribas et al., 2005; Claire et al., 2012), before
it decreased according to a power law to a factor of 6, *3.5
Gyr ago. This activity-age relation indicates that lower-mass
M-type stars spend more time in this highly active, but sat-
urated, phase before their activity begins to decrease. It has
been found that low-mass M dwarfs have saturated emission
periods up to 0.5–1 Gyr and possibly longer for late-type M
stars (Scalo et al., 2007).
Figure 11 shows the X-ray to bolometric luminosity for
all stars with masses < 0.9 M1, which are given in the
ROSAT catalogue with distances that have been measured
by Hipparcos (Scalo et al., 2007). Because the X-ray lumi-
nosities are given in relation to the total stellar luminosity,
they correspond also to the X-ray flux that exposes a
planetary upper atmosphere within the habitable zone of
the particular star. The X-ray/bolometric luminosity value
for the present Sun is given by the tiny black dot on the
bottom of the right y axis. From these observations, it can be
concluded that for an average dMe star, the steady coronal
X-ray flux above the atmosphere of a habitable planet could
be about a thousand times larger than that of present-day
Earth, while during the largest flares this flux could be a
million times larger.
FIG. 11. Scatterplot of the ratio of soft X-ray to bolometric luminosity as a function of stellar mass, for every star with
mass < 0.9 M1 in the ROSAT catalogue within Hipparcos distances, compared to the present Sun. The vertical gray lines
show the amplitude variations of very large X-ray flares of well-studied M stars. The X-ray luminosities are given relative to
the star’s total luminosity so that they also represent the fraction of flux above the atmosphere of any planet in a particular
habitable zone (after Scalo et al., 2007).
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The response of the upper atmosphere of an Earth-like
exoplanet to such high short-wavelength radiation levels
would be tremendous. As shown by Tian et al. (2008a, 2008b)
and Lichtenegger et al. (2010), an Earth-like N2-dominated
thermosphere, like hydrogen-rich atmospheres, would ex-
perience a rapid transition to a hydrodynamic expansion
regime if it is exposed to XUV flux values ‡ 7 times that of
today’s Sun.
Because nitrogen is not a strong IR cooler, the upper at-
mosphere will move above expected magnetopause standoff
distances so that the neutral constituents beyond the mag-
netopause could be ionized and picked up by the stellar
wind. The stellar plasma can lead to efficient nonthermal
atmospheric loss processes especially at close-in exoplanets
(i.e., terrestrial planets within low-mass M star habitable
zones), which are exposed to dense plasma flows close to
their host stars. During the past decade, several indirect
methods for the study of stellar winds of solar-type stars
have been developed. The method that, to date, has been
most successful is the search for astrosphere absorption in
the region where the stellar wind plasma collides with the
local ISM and energetic neutral hydrogen atoms are pro-
duced via charge exchange. From the rise in absorption on
the blue side of the stellar Lyman-a line, the mass loss rate
(Wood et al., 2002, 2005) can be estimated. Mass loss rates of
about a dozen Sun-like stars and cooler stars have been de-
rived by this method from observations with the HST/STIS
spectrograph. Depending on the age of the observed star, the
mass loss rates are in the order of < 0.2–100 times the present
solar rate. From these mass loss rates, the stellar wind den-
sity and velocity at orbital distance of a planet can be esti-
mated (Grießmeier et al., 2004). The corresponding estimates
for the stellar wind of a 500 Myr old Sun-like star yield a
factor 30–200 denser wind at 1 AU, which is about twice as
fast as that of the Sun at present (Lichtenegger et al., 2010).
Unfortunately, there are currently no accurate stellar mass
loss observations for main-sequence stars that are younger
than 0.7 Gyr. However, there is evidence of a possibly pre-
ferred appearance of CMEs in polar regions of rapidly ro-
tating young stars/Sun (Strassmeier, 2009), which can lead
to the propagation of shocks and magnetic ropes off the
ecliptic plane during this early period (Zaqarashvili et al.,
2011). These are crucial questions that need to be answered
in order to understand the influence of winds and plasma
outflows of very young stars after their arrival at the ZAMS.
Upper limits to mass loss rates of young Sun-like stars may
also be detected directly during the near future with ALMA
by measuring the millimeter-wave bremsstrahlung flux
emitted by the ionized stellar wind. This method becomes
possible for the first time at millimeter wavelengths, given
ALMA’s unprecedented sensitivity.
A stellar/solar wind that is 30 times denser and 2 times
faster than the present proton outflow of our Sun is able to
erode a 1 bar N2 atmosphere that is exposed to a 20 times
higher XUV flux compared to that of the present Sun from a
planet of Earth size and mass at 1 AU during *10 Myr
(Lichtenegger et al., 2010). Because the XUV flux within M
star habitable zones remains at high levels for much longer
times than for G stars (see Fig. 11), it is unlikely that Earth-
like habitats with nitrogen-dominated atmospheres can
evolve under such extreme environments (Lammer et al.,
2009, 2012; Lichtenegger et al., 2010), while mini-Neptunes,
extreme water worlds with hydrogen envelopes, and super-
Earths with massive CO2-rich atmospheres will be more re-
sistant against the high XUV radiation.
Lower-mass planets that are exposed to such high radia-
tion values may lose their atmospheres and most likely
become Mercury- or Mars-type bodies. Thus, from the stel-
lar radiation point of view, Earth-like planets with stable
nitrogen-rich atmospheres may be much more numerous
within habitable zones of G stars compared to lower-mass
dwarf stars. Furthermore, the detection of stellar winds and
related mass loss from young stars would also enhance our
understanding of the evolution of stellar mass and its related
luminosity. A better understanding of the mass and lumi-
nosity evolution of young stars is directly linked to the
so-called Faint Young Sun Paradox, which touches on the
fundamental question on paleoclimate and the origin of life
on Earth and is therefore in the focus of present-day astro-
biology research.
Another important point related to stellar forcing of upper
atmospheres is the production of abiotic oxygen, which
could have important consequences for future spectroscopic
biosignature searches in exoplanetary atmospheres. For ex-
ample, a super-Earth near the inner boundary of the system’s
habitable zone will outgas a dense steam atmosphere, the
result of which would be surface pressures of 104 bar (Elkins-
Tanton, 2008, 2011); thus, for such dense steam atmospheres,
preliminary atmospheric escape studies indicate that a huge
fraction of a few Earth ocean equivalent amounts of oxygen
would result from the dissociation of H2O molecules by the
host star’s XUV radiation and likely remain in the upper
atmosphere.
Because it is very unlikely that several Earth ocean
equivalent amounts of oxygen would be lost by nonthermal
atmospheric escape processes or oxidized at the planet’s
surface, it can be expected that there are exoplanets where
this remaining oxygen forms an ozone layer of abiotic origin
in the atmosphere. Such results agree with previous sug-
gestions of Kasting (1995) and Chassefie`re (1996) that there
may be planets, depending on their size, mass, orbital dis-
tance, as well as their host star’s XUV flux evolution, that
could accumulate huge amounts of abiotic oxygen. In the
worst case related to the search for biosignatures in exopla-
netary atmospheres, a planet could be observed that has H2O
and a dense abiotic O3 layer in its atmosphere. Thus, the
probability that such planets and atmospheres may exist
raises the possibility of future false-positive detections of
atmospheric biosignatures.
From the intense discussions related to the various issues
briefly summarized before the ISSI forum, participants
pointed out that the characterization of exoplanetary atmo-
spheres can only be done accurately if the host star’s chem-
ical and physical parameters and evolutionary stage are also
known to a great extent. Moreover, for understanding the
evolution of exoplanets and their structure, the host star
parameters over their age should also be known. To under-
stand how planetary atmospheres and their water invento-
ries can survive the extreme X-ray and EUV activity of their
host stars after they arrive at the ZAMS (Fig. 12), thermal and
nonthermal upper atmospheric processes must be examined
by the development of self-consistent, multi-species iono-
spheric-thermospheric-exospheric models for the study of
hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic dynamically expanding
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thermosphere-exosphere regions, which would include in-
vestigation of the photochemical production of exothermal
‘‘hot’’ atoms, their collisional interaction and transport within
highly XUV-exposed thermospheres, and the formation of
energetic neutral atoms (or ENAs).
5. Future Outlook
Given the intensive discussions during this ISSI forum, it
became clear that exoplanetary science and discoveries have
strong links to Solar System research, but the planets in the
Solar System cannot be a blueprint for exoplanets, because
each system and its evolving planets have a unique history
that results in various end products. On the other hand, the
different planets in the Solar System are the only examples
that can be studied in situ, and they should be used as test
cases in exoplanetary studies. In the Solar System sciences,
important data, analysis, and sophisticated numerical mod-
els have evolved over the past few decades, and at this
juncture Solar System research needs to be merged with the
expanding field of exoplanetary planetology in a compara-
tive way.
For instance, coordinated studies on the behavior of the
upper atmospheres; ionospheres; magnetosphere environ-
ments; and thermal and nonthermal atmospheric loss pro-
cesses on Venus, Earth, and Mars during extreme solar
events [i.e., enhanced solar EUV and X-ray radiation, neutron
fluxes, CMEs, intense energetic solar proton/electron fluxes
(e.g., solar energetic particles), auroral phenomena, magnetic
storms] can be used as proxies for enhancing our knowledge
of particular exoplanetary atmospheres within extreme stel-
lar environments such as M star habitable zones. The same
studies would also serve as a proxy for the influence of the
active young Sun with implications for the evolution of
planetary atmospheres of younger Solar System planets.
Other areas that have important implications for the fast-
evolving field of exoplanetary science and Solar System re-
search are related to early systems, planet, and protoatmo-
sphere formation as well as the origin and delivery of water
to planetary bodies. The discovery of small transiting exo-
planets within the size and mass domains of Earth- to
Neptune-type bodies at various orbital distances will allow
us to define a realistic radius-mass boundary for Earth-like
planets at a time when they can lose their protoatmospheres
such that they can evolve to Earth-type habitats rather than
to mini-Neptunes or hydrogen/volatile-rich water worlds.
Because the origin and loss of the protoatmospheres depend
on the activity of the stellar spectral type, the related disk
physics and nebula evaporation time, and planetary growth
rate, it can be expected that a radius-mass boundary for
Earth-like planets will be determined as it relates to host star
type. The origin, delivery, and loss of water during the for-
mation of planets from planetesimals via planetary embryos
to protoplanets were also identified as a hot and very im-
portant science case. This field is highly interdisciplinary and
involves studies related to planet formation; meteorite, as-
teroid, and comet research; geochemical studies related to
magma oceans; outgassing; impact research; stellar/solar
physics; and aeronomy in relation to water escape from
small and Mars-sized bodies.
Finally, all previously recommended research activities
should be linked in an interdisciplinary manner to further
our understanding of habitability and the evolution of
planets within habitable zones toward potential habitats of
various kinds. How many of these huge numbers of different
planetary end products could evolve to become habitable
planets where life might originate will certainly be one of the
major research endeavors over the course of the next few
decades. Because the mass of Earth-sized planets and super-
Earths within close-in M star habitable zones can be
FIG. 12. Illustration chart about the general approach and connections between stellar/solar environment observations and
modeling efforts within Solar System and exoplanetary research, which should lead to the development of state-of-the-art
exoplanetary atmosphere-thermosphere-exosphere models and a better understanding of aeronomically related atmospheric
evolution and habitability aspects for terrestrial exoplanets in general. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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determined more easily compared to an Earth in a Sun-like
system at 1 AU, and because M stars are the most numerous
spectral type, the habitability of dwarf star planets is cur-
rently highly debated. Recent estimates based on the Kepler
survey indicate that there are numerous dwarf stars with
terrestrial planets within their habitable zones in our Galaxy
(e.g., Dressing and Charbonneau, 2013).
However, due to the host stars’ emitted long-lasting short
wavelength radiation (X-rays, EUV), the near location of the
habitable zone (dense stellar winds, CMEs), and several
geophysical differences (tidal-locking, climate, etc.) com-
pared to Earth-like planets in orbits within habitable zones of
Sun-like stars, possible exotic habitats may be expected to
occur, though planets that are more similar to Earth will
certainly be rare in such extreme stellar environments (Scalo
et al., 2007; Lammer et al., 2009, 2012). Besides M star planet
ground-based research projects such as MEarth, the TESS
space observatory and planned future characterization mis-
sions such as EChO, including the JWST, will be tools for the
discovery and characterization of M star terrestrial planets/
exotic habitats. For understanding whether Earth-like habi-
tats that are geophysically active during billion-year periods
with liquid water and continents on their surface are com-
mon or rare, terrestrial exoplanets from Earth size to super-
Earth size within G star habitable zones around 1 AU will
need to be discovered. For such targets, the precision for the
Doppler method must be pushed down from the present
5m s- 1 to *1m s - 1 so that the masses of the discovered
planets could be measured, while the transit search for Earth-
sized planets/habitats in orbits of bright nearby Sun-like
stars by a mission like PLATO and follow-up characteriza-
tion projects could be carried out. From the discussions
during the ISSI forum, the following recommendations and
outcome can be summarized as
 more exoplanet detections around bright and nearby stars
are essential if we want to characterize exoplanetary
atmospheres more accurately and to a greater extent
than they presently are.
Because no other mission or project other than the pro-
posed PLATO and TESS missions will fill the technology-
related lack of discoveries of exoplanets around bright
nearby stars, from those that reside in close-in habitable
zones (TESS) to those that reside in Solar System–like habitable
zones at 1 AU (PLATO), the forum participants agreed that
these space observatories are necessary to ensure that planned
future exoplanetary atmosphere characterization missions can
fulfill their proposed science cases. From the observational
side, the forum participants agreed it is very important that
 the accuracy of the exoplanet mass determination with
the Doppler method should be pushed down from the
present-day precision of 0.5m s - 1 to a precision of 0.1m
s - 1 so that the masses of Earth-like planets at orbital
distances up to the habitable zone around a Sun-like star
at 1 AU can be measured.
 a large number of exoplanets from Earth size to Jupiter
size should be sought around bright and nearby stars for
characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres and their
systems.
 the present time error bars related to planet size (and
mass, see first point) have to be minimized by ultrahigh-
precision photometry, and so on, such that more accu-
rate mean densities and resulting bulk compositions of
exoplanets can be discerned. This is very relevant be-
cause the bulk composition that could, in theory, be
determined from precise mass-radius relations is di-
rectly linked to the planet’s interior and is necessary for
the characterization of new planet categories such as
super-Earths (exo-Mercuries), water worlds, and mini-
Neptunes (see Figs. 1 and 4). Because we do not know
what kind of material comprises the interior of Jupiter in
the Solar System, we may never acquire detailed infor-
mation on the inner structure of an exoplanet. However,
together with precise radius-mass measurements and
transmission spectroscopy during transits, dense gas-
eous layers or primordial gas captured from the nebula
during a planet’s early formation could be identified. As
discussed above for GJ 1214b, these combined methods
may even reveal information related roughly to the core
properties (i.e., dense rocky core, low-density core, icy
core, and deep water layer).
 the age of planetary systems should be better con-
strained, for example by asteroseismology, to study
potential evolutionary aspects.
Furthermore, the forum participants advised that ISSI
may support workshops during the next 2 years that will
strongly benefit the above-mentioned research areas. The
identified timely workshop topics proposed to ISSI during
2013/2014 by the international research community should
be related to
 the origin and formation of protoplanets and the de-
livery of water from planetary embryos to protoplanets;
 the disk in relation to the formation of planets and their
protoatmospheres in terms of efforts to constrain the
formation from observations;
and
 star-planet atmosphere interaction versus stellar dis-
tance and evolutionary consequences (spectral type: M
star habitable zone planets, chemistry, magnetosphere,
etc.).
Abbreviations
CHEOPS, CHaractizing ExOPlanets Satellite.
CMEs, coronal mass ejections.
CoRoT, Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits.
EChO, Exoplanet Characterisation Observatory.
ELT, Extreme Large Telescope.
ENAs, energetic neutral atoms.
EUV, extreme ultraviolet, k= 30–91.1 nm.
FUV, far ultraviolet, k = 117–170 nm.
HARPS, High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher.
HST, Hubble Space Telescope.
ISM, interstellar medium.
ISSI, International Space Science Institute.
JWST, James Webb Space Telescope.
PLATO, PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars.
STIS, Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph.
TESS, Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite.
XUV, extreme ultraviolet, k= 10–30 nm.
ZAMS, zero-age main sequence.
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